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October 2011. In the dying days of the Libyan civil war, Muammar Gaddafi is hiding out in his
home town of Sirte along with his closest advisors. They await a convoy that will take them
south, away from encroaching rebel forces and NATO aerial attacks. The mood is sombre. In
what will be his final night, Gaddafi reflects on an extraordinary life, whilst still raging against the
West, his fellow Arab nations and the ingratitude of the Libyan people. In this gripping imagining
of the last hours of President Gaddafi, Yasmina Khadra provides us with fascinating insight into
the mind of one of the most complex and controversial figures of recent history.



The Dictator’s Last NightYasmina Khadratranslated from the French by Julian Evans

If you desire to move towards lasting peace Smile at the destiny that strikes you down and strike
no one– Omar Khayyam
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Sirte, District TwoNight of 19 October 2011 When I was a boy, my uncle – my mother’s brother –
sometimes took me with him into the desert. For him it was a journey that meant more than going
back to his roots. It was a cleansing of his spirit.I was too young to understand the things he was
trying to instil in me, but I loved to listen to him.My uncle was a poet, uncelebrated and
unassuming, a touchingly humble Bedouin whose only wish was to pitch his tent in the shade of
a rock and sit listening to the wind whistle across the sand, as stealthy as a shadow.He owned a
magnificent bay horse, two watchful greyhounds, and an old rifle he used to hunt mouflons, and
he knew better than anyone how to trap jerboas (for their medicinal properties) as well as the
spiny-tailed lizards that he stuffed and varnished and sold in the souk.When night fell, he would
light a campfire and, after a meagre meal and a cup of too-sweet tea, he would slip into a
reverie. To see him commune with the silence and barrenness of the rock-littered plains was a
moment of grace for me.There were times when I felt as though his spirit was escaping from his
body, leaving me with just a scarecrow for company, as speechless as the goatskin flask that
dangled at the entrance to the tent. When that happened I felt utterly alone in the world and,
suddenly scared of the Sahara’s mysteries, swirling around me like an army of jinn, I would
gently nudge him to make him come back to me. He would surface from his trance, his eyes
sparkling, and smile at me. I shall never see a smile more beautiful than his – not on the faces of
the women I have graced with my manhood nor those of the courtesans I have raised in their
station in life. Reserved, almost invisible, my uncle was a man of slow, gentle gestures who
rarely showed his feelings. His voice was barely audible, though when he talked to me it
resonated through me like a song. He would say, his gaze lost somewhere in the glittering
heavens, that there was a star up there for every brave man on earth. I asked him to show me
mine. His finger pointed unhesitatingly at the moon, as though it was obvious. And once he had
said it, every time I raised my eyes to heaven I saw the moon as full. Every night. My full moon,
nobody else’s. Never less than perfect, never hidden. Lighting my way. So beautiful that no other
enchantment came near it. So radiant that it put the stars around it in the shade. So splendid that
it looked cramped in the infinity of space.My uncle swore that I was the Ghous clan’s chosen
one, the child who would restore to the Kadhafa tribe all its legends and former lustre.Tonight,
sixty-three years later, I seem to see fewer stars in the sky over Sirte, and of my full moon only a
greyish wisp remains, hardly wider than a nail clipping. All of the world’s romance is being
smothered in the smoke billowing up from the burning houses, while the day, weighed down by



dust and fighting, cowers miserably beneath the whistle of rockets. The silence that once lulled
my soul has something apocalyptic about it now, while the gunfire that shatters it here and there
is doing its best to challenge a myth far beyond the reach of any weaponry, in other words
myself, the Brotherly Guide, the miracle boy who became the infallible visionary, who people
thought was abnormal but who stands as firm as a lighthouse in a raging sea, sweeping with its
luminous beam both the treacherous shadows and the gleaming cauldron of foam.I heard one of
my guards, concealed in the darkness, say that we were living through ‘our night of doubt’ and
ask himself whether dawn would reveal the eyes of the world upon us or our bodies delivered to
the flames.His words upset me, but I did not reprimand him. It was unnecessary. If he had had
the slightest presence of mind he would not have uttered such blasphemies. There is no greater
insult than to doubt in my presence. If I am still alive, it is proof that all is not lost.I am Muammar
Gaddafi. That should be enough for faith not to waver.I am him through whom salvation will
come.I fear neither tempests nor mutinies. Place your hand on my heart; its rhythm beats out the
certain annihilation of the renegades …God is with me!Has He not chosen me, of all men, to
stand up to the most powerful nations and their hegemonic greed? I was no more than a young
and disillusioned officer, whose commands barely rose above a whisper, but I dared to say no to
their faits accomplis, to cry ‘Enough!’ to all their abuses, and I changed the course of destiny the
way you turn over the cards you refuse to deal. It was a time when heads rolled if men ever
stepped out of line, without trial and without warning. I knew the risks and I accepted them with a
steely indifference, certain that a just cause must be defended because that is the prime
condition on which we deserve to exist.Because my anger was strong and clean and my resolve
legitimate, the Lord raised me above the banners and the hymns for the whole world to see and
hear me.So I refuse to believe that the Crusaders’ bell tolls for me, the enlightened Muslim who
has triumphed over every infamy and plot against him and who will still be here when everything
is finally revealed. This sham of an insurrection that confronts me today, this shoddy little war
being waged against a legend – my legend – is no more than another trial on my path – and is it
not the gods’ trials that form them?I shall emerge from this chaos stronger than ever, like the
phoenix rising from its ashes. My voice will carry further than ballistic missiles, and I shall silence
storms by tapping my finger on my lectern.I am Muammar Gaddafi, mythology made flesh. And if
there are fewer stars in the sky over Sirte this evening, and my moon looks no fatter than a nail
clipping, it is so that I should remain the one constellation that matters.They can fire all the
missiles they have at me, I shall see only fireworks celebrating me. They can move mountains,
and I shall glimpse in their piles of rocks only the thousands of clamouring faces that surround
me in public. They can unleash all their devils on my guardian angels, and no evil force will deter
me from my mission, because it was written even before Qasr Abu Hadi opened its arms to
receive me that I am the one who will avenge every wrong against the oppressed masses by
forcing the Devil and his accomplices to their knees.‘Brotherly Guide …’A shooting star has just
raced across the sky. And that voice! Where is it coming from?A shiver runs down my spine. A
tumult of emotion surges through my being. That voice—‘Brotherly Guide …’I turn round.It is



only the orderly, rigid with deference, standing in the doorway of what was once a charming
living room.‘Yes?’‘Your dinner is ready, sir.’‘Bring it to me here.’‘It would be better to have it in the
room next door. We have blacked out the windows and lit candles there. In here any glimmer of
light would betray your presence. There may be snipers in the buildings opposite.’

1The orderly walks ahead of me into the next room. In the candles’ unsteady light, magnified by
the tarpaulins that have been put up to black out the windows, the place is even more
depressing. A cabinet lies on its side, its mirror splintered; a slashed banquette has the stuffing
coming out of it; drawers lie broken on the floor; on the wall there is a portrait of the head of the
family in a sorry state, riddled with bullets.It was my son Mutassim, responsible for the defence
of Sirte, who chose a disused school in the middle of District Two as my troops’ headquarters.
The enemy imagine me holed up in a fortified palace somewhere, unable to adapt to spartan
conditions. It will never cross their minds to suspect I might be in an awful place like this instead.
When did they forget that I am a Bedouin, lord of the meek and meekest of lords, who knows
how to be at ease with the most frugal resources, comfortable on a bare dune of sand? As a
child I knew what hunger was, what it meant to wear patched trousers and old shoes with holes
in them. For years I walked barefoot over burning stones. Misery was my element. I skipped
every other meal and always ate the same food, tubers when rice happened to be in short
supply. At night, with my knees pressed into my stomach, I would sometimes dream of a chicken
leg so intensely that my mouth could not stop watering and I would nearly drown in my saliva.
Since then, if I have lived in splendour it has been only in order to disdain it, and to prove by
doing so that nothing that has a price is worthy to be called sacred, that no grail can elevate a
mouthful of wine to the status of a magic potion, that whether a man is dressed in silks or rags
he is only ever himself … and I am Gaddafi, sovereign, as happy sitting on a milestone as a
throne.I do not know whose house this was, next to the school, where I have been living for
several days – probably a loyal compatriot, otherwise how can one explain the ruined state into
which it has fallen? The signs of violence are recent, but the building already looks like a ruin.
Vandals have ransacked it, looting anything of value, smashing what they could not take with
them.The orderly has gone to extraordinary trouble to brush an armchair clean and lay a table
worthy to receive me. He has draped sheets over both to camouflage their scars. On a tray
salvaged from who knows where a china plate offers a semblance of a meal: bully beef in jelly,
sliced with care, a square of processed cheese, hard biscuits, some slices of tomato and a
peeled and chopped orange in its juice at the bottom of a bowl. Our supply lines have been cut,
and the standard rations are scarcely enough to feed my praetorian guard.The orderly invites
me to be seated and stands to attention, facing me. His solemnity would be absurd among all
this mess if his weather-beaten features did not speak of his sacrosanct loyalty to me. This man
loves me more than anything in the world. He would give his life for me.‘What is your name?’He
is surprised by my question. His Adam’s apple twitches in his craggy throat.‘Mustafa, Brotherly
Guide.’‘How old are you?’‘Thirty-three, Brotherly Guide.’‘Thirty-three,’ I repeat, moved by his



youth. ‘I was your age an eternity ago. It is so far away now, I can hardly remember those
days.’Not knowing whether he should reply or not, the orderly starts wiping the table around the
tray.‘How long have you been in my service, Mustafa?’‘Thirteen years, sir.’‘I do not believe I have
seen you before.’‘I’m filling in for the others … I used to look after the car park.’‘Where has the
other one gone, the redhead? What was his name?’‘Maher.’‘No, not Maher. The tall red-headed
one, who lost his mother in a plane crash.’‘Sabri?’‘Yes, Sabri. I haven’t seen him lately.’‘He’s
dead, sir. A month ago. He was caught in an ambush. He fought like a lion. He killed many of his
attackers before he died. A rocket hit his vehicle. We couldn’t bring his body back.’‘What about
Maher?’The orderly bows his head.‘Is he dead too?’‘He surrendered three days ago. He took
advantage of a resupply operation to give himself up.’‘He was a good boy. Funny, bursting with
energy. We are surely not talking about the same person.’‘I was with him, sir. We saw a rebel
roadblock, and as our truck turned back Maher jumped out of the cab and ran towards the
traitors with his hands up. The sergeant fired at him but he missed him. The sergeant says
anyhow Maher’s got no chance. The rebels don’t take prisoners. They torture them then stiff
them. Maher’ll be rotting in a mass grave right now.’He does not dare raise his head.‘What tribe
are you from, my boy?’‘I was born in … Benghazi, sir.’Benghazi! Just the sound of the name
makes me want to throw up so violently I would set off a tidal wave that would flatten that
damned city and all the villages round it. It all started there, like a devastating pandemic that
infected the people’s souls like the Devil himself. I should have flattened it, on the first day of the
insurgency, I should have hunted down its renegade insurgents alley by alley, house by house,
and skinned them alive in public to bring every ill-intentioned citizen to his senses and make him
draw back from suffering the same fate.The orderly senses the fury welling up inside me. If the
earth were suddenly to open up at his feet, he would not hesitate to leap into the chasm and be
swallowed up.‘I’m very sorry, sir. I’d prefer to have been born in a sewer, I would, or on a felucca.
I’m ashamed to have come into the world in that city of ill omen, to have sat at the same café
tables as those traitors.’‘It is not your fault. What does your father do?’‘He’s retired. He was a
postman.’‘Have you heard from him?’‘No, sir. All I know is that he has fled the city.’‘Any
brothers?’‘Only one, sir. He’s a warrant officer in the air force. I heard he was wounded in a
NATO air raid.’His head is bowed so far that his chin is about to disappear into the hollow of his
neck.‘Are you married?’ I ask him, to spare him any more embarrassment.‘Yes, sir.’I notice a
leather strap around his wrist, which he hastens to conceal under his sleeve.‘What is that?’‘A
Swahili charm, sir. I bought it in the African market.’‘For its talismanic properties.’‘No, sir. I liked its
red and green plaited strands. I wanted to give it to my elder daughter. She didn’t like it.’‘One
does not refuse a gift.’‘My daughter doesn’t see me very often, so she sulks at my
presents.’‘How many children do you have?’‘Three girls. The eldest is thirteen.’‘What is her
name?’‘Karam.’‘Pretty name … When did you last see your daughters?’‘Maybe six or eight
months ago.’‘Do you miss them?’‘As much as our people miss their Brotherly Guide.’‘I have not
gone anywhere.’‘That’s not what I meant, sir.’He is shaking, though not from fear. This man
worships me. His whole being is trembling with reverence for me.‘I am going to ask Hassan to



send you home.’‘Why, sir?’‘Your daughters are crying out for you.’‘A whole people is crying out
for you, Brotherly Guide. My family is just one drop in the ocean. To be at your side at this
moment is an absolute privilege and joy.’‘You are a good boy, Mustafa. You deserve to be with
your daughters.’‘If you send me I would disobey you for the first time in my life, and it would
wound me so badly I would die.’He means it. His eyes gleam with the tears that are only ever
found in the pure in heart.‘But go you must.’‘My place is at your side, Brotherly Guide. I wouldn’t
exchange it for a place in paradise. Without you there is no salvation for anyone, let alone my
daughters.’‘Sit down,’ I say to him, pointing to my armchair.‘I could not possibly do that.’‘I
command you.’His face is twisted in acute embarrassment.‘Show me your tongue.’‘I have never
lied to you, Brotherly Guide.’‘Show me your tongue.’He gulps again and again, his face slightly
turned away. His lips part to reveal a tongue as white as chalk.‘How many days have you been
fasting, Mustafa?’‘Excuse me?’‘Your tongue is the colour of milk. It proves that you have not
eaten for a considerable time.’‘Brotherly—’‘I know that my meals are made from your rations and
that many of my guards are fasting so that I can go on eating.’He lowers his head.‘Eat,’ I tell
him.‘I could not possibly do that.’‘Eat! I need my faithful servants to stay on their feet.’‘Strength
comes from the heart, not the stomach, Brotherly Guide. If I was starving or dying of thirst or had
my legs cut off, I would still find the strength to defend you. I am capable of going to hell and
back to fetch the flame that would reduce to ashes any hand daring to touch you.’‘Eat.’The
orderly attempts to protest, but my expression stops him.‘I am waiting,’ I say.He sniffs noisily to
work up his courage, clenches his jaws, and a feverish hand comes to rest on a hard biscuit. I
sense him digging deep into his soul to find the courage to close his fingers around the biscuit. I
hear him breathing shallow staccato breaths.‘What happened, Mustafa?’He is choking on the
biscuit and still trying to chew it. He does not understand my question.‘Why are they doing
this?’He grasps the meaning of my words and puts down the biscuit.‘They have lost their
senses, sir.’‘That is not an answer.’‘I don’t have any others, sir.’‘Have I been unjust to my
people?’‘No!’ he exclaims. ‘Never, never in a thousand years will our country have a more
enlightened guide or a gentler father than you. We were dusty nomads that a good-for-nothing
king treated like a doormat, and then you came and made us a free people that the world
envied.’‘Should I imagine, then, that those rockets exploding outside are no more than
firecrackers from a party I cannot quite locate?’The orderly hunches his neck into his shoulders
as if, all at once, he finds himself having to carry all of the traitors’ shame.‘Surely they must have
a reason, do you not think?’‘I can’t see what it is, sir.’‘You must have gone home when you had
leave. To Benghazi, right where the rebellion started. You went to the café, to the mosque, to the
parks. You must have heard people criticising me.’‘People weren’t criticising you in public,
Brotherly Guide. Our security services were listening in everywhere. I only heard people say
good things about you. In any case I wouldn’t have let anyone show you a lack of respect.’‘My
security services were deaf and blind. They failed to see anything coming.’Confused, he starts
wringing his hands.‘Very well,’ I concede. ‘People say nothing in public. That is normal. But
tongues loosen in private. You must have been completely detached from reality if you did not



hear, at least once, someone in your family, a cousin or an uncle, saying something bad about
me.’‘We all love you deeply in our family.’‘I love my sons deeply. It does not stop me disapproving
of them sometimes. I do not dispute that I am loved by your family. But some of your family
members must have criticised me for small things, hasty decisions, ordinary mistakes.’‘I’ve never
heard anyone in my family challenge anything at all that you’ve done or said, sir.’‘I do not believe
you.’‘I swear to you, sir. Nobody in my family criticises you.’‘It’s not possible. The prophet
Muhammad himself has his critics.’‘Not you … not in my family anyway.’I fold my arms and study
him in silence for a long moment.I return to the charge.‘Why are people rebelling against me?’‘I
don’t know, sir.’‘Are you a complete idiot?’‘I’m just the person who looks after the car park,
sir.’‘That does not exempt you from having an opinion.’He is sweating now, and short of
breath.‘Answer me. Why are people rebelling against me?’He is desperately looking for the right
words, the way people look for shelter in a bombing raid. His fingers are nearly knotted together
and his Adam’s apple is bouncing wildly. He feels that he is caught in a trap and his destiny
depends on his response.He ventures, ‘Sometimes, when things are too quiet, people get
bored, and some of them try to stir things up to make their lives more interesting.’‘By attacking
me?’‘They think the only way to grow up is to kill their father.’‘Go on.’‘They challenge his birthright
in order to—’‘No, go back to the father … You said “kill their father”. I would like you to develop
that idea further.’‘I don’t really know enough to do that.’‘You do not need to be a genius to
understand that you do not kill your father, whatever he does, whatever he says,’ I shout,
outraged. ‘To us the father is as sacred as the prophet.’An explosion rattles the few panes of
glass still left in the windows. Another bomb. In the distance there is the sound of a fighter plane
climbing away. The hush that follows is like the silence of ruins, as deep as the tomb.In the
adjoining rooms life starts up again. I hear an officer giving orders, a door creaking, footsteps
back and forth …‘Eat,’ I say to the orderly.This time he leaves the biscuit, shaking his head.‘I
can’t swallow anything, Brotherly Guide.’‘Then go home. Go back to your daughters. I do not
want to see you around here any more.’‘Have I said something to displease you?’‘Go. I need to
pray.’The orderly stands up.‘Clear away first,’ I tell him. ‘Collect this miserable meal and share it
with those who think that they have to kill their father in order to grow up.’‘I didn’t mean to offend
you.’‘Out of my sight.’‘I—’‘Get out!’His expression changes from that of a serving soldier to a
death mask. He is finished. He has no life left to give me. He knows that his existence, his being,
faith, courage, everything good that he believed he embodied, is worthless now that my anger
has banished him from my confidence.I hate him.He has wounded me.He does not deserve to
follow in my footsteps. My shadow will for ever be for him an unfathomable valley of darkness.
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Mercedes Chervony, “Compassion for the mind of a madman.. Khadra possesses not only the
prose to strike the core of your heart but he also owns the deep otherworldly wisdom it requires
to empathize with both brutality and narcissism. What makes a hero? What makes a madman?
Does murdering our enemies ruthlessly in the name of our country make us terrorists or
guardians? A question many nations on today’s global stage should be asking themselves.
“Whom who has held authority of any kind is without blood on their hands?””

PRS, “Surreal Death of a Monster. Since you know how the story is going to end, it's all about
the trip, and It's a heck of a trip inside the mind of an absolute dictator whose brain has been
addled by years of absolute power and adulation from an army of toadies. I think it's brilliant and
recommend it for anyone interested at a peak inside the brain of one of history's stranger tin pot
dictators”

Mizmarzie, “Gaddafi 's last hours. Another amazing book by Khadra. In less than 200 pages he
allows the reader into the mind of the infamous Muammar Gaddafi in the last hours of his life.
Gaddafi has fled from Tripoli and is in Sirte. A man who probably thought of himself as the twelfth
Imam - the tribal prophet on a sacred mission in life is reduced to accepting ( albeit unwillingly )
the fallacy of his supposed messanic role in history.A must read. Definitely 5 stars worth.”

tom, “One of the best book of 2015. Very interesting, well written GREAT book. Can not
recommend it enough. One of the better books I have read in a long time. It is almost like it was
written by the Dictator himself.  Strongly recommend.”

Erin, “Five Stars. Love it!”

HAROLD KING, “Five Stars. great”

Jebelgoat, “Hubris and the Mad Dog. I used to live and work in Libya for a time and this book
piqued my interest.It is a short book that I read in two sittings and thoroughly enjoyed it.The
narrator is Gadaffi and the author manages to create a believable and interesting take on
Gadaffi's mindset as he faces his last night on earth. It helps that the author is also a north
African Arab from a neighbouring country. He manages to capture the "feel" of Libya.The book is
littered with highly readable accounts of how the romance and parables associated with
historical and tribal Bedouin culture translate into Gadafii's real world decision making process,
as well as the impact this historical backdrop has on his perspectives and outlook-I felt that the
author provided a convincing insight into the lonely and paranoid world of an uneducated man
who rose with breathtaking speed from an unfashionable and disenfranchised tribe member to
become a monarch who ruled with absolute power since he staged a coup at the age of



27.Initially, I was put off in the first few pages by the flowery prose and elaborate descriptions of
places and events, but it soon became clear that this way of speaking and the world of
metaphors, similes and parables associated with it, was part of the process of pulling the reader
into the way that Gadaffi interpreted events and placed them into context-this is the perspective
of a boy brought up in the tough world of the Fezzani culture and desert life.As Gadaffi's world
starts to tumble down, we see the defiance, bravery, cruelty, hubris and warped logic of a man
who considered himself more god than man-self appointing himself to share the same pedestals
as his heroes, Stalin, Nasser, Mao and Genghis Khan.The names, places, references and
events that lead up to his final demise hiding alone in a water pipe in his hometown of Sirte are
accurate and provide a compelling backdrop to this book.The only negative for me was some of
the passages of prose and dialogue read rather strangely, but I suspect that this was mainly due
to the Arabic/French/English translation issues.Recommended.”

Martins Agbonlahor, “A well-crafted exposé. Devoured within 6 hours, this book is a grapping
exposé to behold! Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Gaddafi lived like a
lord amongst men but refused to hearken unto the voice of reason. He killed, maimed and
brutalized the Libyan people while he reigned. His end: smoked out of a smelly sewage, he was
tortured to death. A big lesson to all dictators.”

lucia vanzo, “Five Stars. quick delivery and good quality of the book. As stated.”
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